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Objectives of the Module:
Empowerment of law programs and establishment of new approaches 

towards European Studies and Research;
Enhancement of European Arena; 

Develop New Methods of European Studies in Georgia;
Encourage Academic personal towards European Studies (to develop own 

curriculums towards comparative studies);
Develop Research Skill towards EU law and legal approximation of Students 

and Academia;
Visualization of the EU and European studies;

Information Policy and Dissemination;
Deal with third mission – export the knowledge outside the University.



Module Professors:

Ekaterine Kardava
Guranda Chelidze



Budget:

238 hours of Teaching – 19 000 Euro

Given 70%  -13 300 Euro

The Rest (30 %) – CU contribution



Jean Monnet Module – it is, generally, the 
teaching project about the EU

But ih this project there is the research component

Most of the teaching elements goes to MA Law 
Program;

Others towards: lecturers’ training, training in 
Akhaltsikhe and trainings for BA law students. 



2022-2023 Teaching Year

Preparation of the Module Logo (Kardava E.)  – Without any fee. 

Do the Banner of the Module, (Kardava E.) – 190 GEL.

Erasmus+ Days and Presentation of the Module, 13 October 2022, 
86 participants (instead of 50), (Kardava E. Chelidze G.) - 527.71 GEL.

Creation of Module Web-page, Sep, 2023. (Kardava E., Chelidze G.).



Meeting Related to Module functioning and Law programs encouragement 
explanation, 25 October,  2022. (participants: Vice-rectors, Dean of CSL, MA Law 
and BA Law Programs’ directors, MA law and BA law programs’ academic 
directors, Quality department, lectures. (Kardava E., Chelidze G). Participants: 15 
persons. - Paid on own resources by Chelidze G. and Kardava E.

Teaching subject on MA Law Program - “Association Agreement, Law-Making 
and Approximation”. Lectures on MA Law Program, 52 hours (only contact 
hours), Spring 2023, 43 students.  Kardava Ekaterine. Paid 7 hours instead of 52 
hours - 560 Euro.

Work on draft-amendments of 3 syllabuses, Sep-Dec, 2022 (4 working months 
for consent approach), Labour Law, Human Rights Law, Georgian Constitutional 
Law. (Kardava E.). 

Seminar/training (mini-Lectures) with BA Law program Students, 6 hours, 11 
March and 13 March, 2023, 92 students, Chelidze Guranda. Paid 6 hours, 480 
Euro.



Preparation of Information/organizational documents for
dissemination and implementation (Kardava E.)

Dissemination – (Kardava E., Chelidze G.)

Reporting and informational update in EU projects’ e-portal
(Kardava E.).

Communication – International Relations and Projects Dep.,
Marketing Dep., Ms. Kakabadze Khatuna, financial Dep.



Questioning and Assessments of Spring 2023 
Teaching Results – MA LAW Students

What do you think – will you use obtained knowledge in practice/professional life?



Is this teaching subject essential and helpful  for you profession?



How do you Asses the Lecturer's Professionalism/Knowledge from 1 to 5 (where the 5 is the 
maximum)?



Would you like to have more information about Legal Approximation of Georgian Legislation 
with the EU law in other different teaching courses? 



Questioning and Assessments of Spring 2023 
Teaching Results – BA LAW Students
• Would you like to have more information about the Approximation 

of Georgian Law with the EU law in different teaching courses? 



Will you use in practice the information what you heard from Prof. 
Chelidze G. 



How do you asses the seminar/meeting from 1 to 5 (where the 5 is the 
maximum)? 



What was the particular information you remembered from the seminar?

• We learned something that is not usually heard and disseminated

• completely new information about the nature of the European Union.

• I learned many facts that I did not know before the meeting. 

• This lecture was very interesting.

• I especially remembered the "waves" that Georgia went through in the process of connecting with European law.

• For me, personally, this meeting turned out to be quite interesting, because I received a lot of additional information on today's very relevant and 
necessary topics.

• European Union's lega; system 

• Georgian participation in the formation of the European Union

• It was nice

• All information is important

• Everything was interesting and memorable

• It was an interesting lecture, I got a lot of information.

• It was an interesting lecture. 

• We also touched on modern law, the Russia-Ukraine war. 

• We assessed our own capabilities and discussed whether we have the potential and the ability to make clear and unambiguous decisions on current 
events.

• Points imposed by the European Union for Georgia to obtain the status of the European Union.

• From the said lecture, I remembered the purpose and perspective of the creation of the European Union, as well as the achievements and challenges 
of Georgia and the European Union, and the points that were determined on the way to Georgia's EU candidate status.


